
Text of statement given by the Secretary of State for External Affairs, the Hon .
Mitchell Sharp, to the press in Peicing, August 20, 1972 :

I have discussed with the Foreign Minister of the People's Republic of
China the encouragement of cultural, educational, scientific and technological
exchanges between our countries . We think such exchanges play an important
role in developing and strengthening the relations between our countries and
peoples . During our talks we dealt specifically with the following areas of
mutual interest :

1. Culture

(a) I have extended an invitation to my Chinese colleague to send to
Canada their magnificent exhibition of recent archeological f inds . I
an informed that the Chinese authorities are planning to send this
exhibition to Europe in the second half of 1973 and I expressed the
hope that in the course of this projected tour the exhibition might
also come to Canada., This unique collection constitutes a national
treasure for the people of China, as well as being of international
historical Importance . My host expressed his appreciation for this
interest in the exhibition and we agreed that the Canadian and Chinese
authorities should discuss the details of possible arrangements .

(b) I also indicated to my Chinese colleague that the Canadian
governaent would be prepared to send to China an exhibition of Eskimo
prints now touring the Pacific area. ètr. Chi indicated his appreciation
for this offer and we agreed that the matter should be finalized as
quickly as possible .

(c) I suggested that a Chinese acrobatic troupe would be very well
received in Canada . We both hope that suitable arrangements can be
made for such a troupe to visit Canada in the first half of 1973.

2. Science and Technolo gy.

(d) I an extremely pleased to announce that the Chinese authorities
have accepted the invitation of our Ministry of Science and Technology
to send to Canada a group of Chinese scientists whose interests cover
a wide range of scientific fields including particularly biology,
chemistry and physics . Chinese scientists will spend two weeks in
Canada this fall .

(e) I an also pleased to announce the acceptance of the Canadian
invitation, at the initiative of the Department of Energy, Mines and
Resources, to send a Chinese petroleum industry investigation team to
Canada early this fall. In retura, a Canadian petroleum mission has
been invited to visit China in 1973. We are hopeful that the details
of this return visit can be worked out in the near future .

(f) I have also accepted a Chinese invitation for a group of Canadian
aaricultural scientists to visit the People's Republic of China in 1973 .
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